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A. INTRODUCTION

1. When the USS PUEBLO departed Japan in January 1968,
the critical communications security materials which she
carried included four types of cryptographic equipment, as
sociated keying materials, maintenance manuals and operating
instructions, and the general COMSEC publications necessary
to support a cryptographic operation of the scope envisioned
for the USS PUEBLO.

2. Prior to the PUEBLO's departure from Japan, she was
directed by COMNAVFORJAPAN to off-load various cryptographic
systems in view of the sensitive nature of her mission. The
material she was to have kept aboard was considered to have
been essential by COMNAVFORJAPAN to maintaining secure
communications, while simultaneously subjecting a very m~n~

mum of cryptographic material to compromise in the event of
emergency. The material to have been kept aboard included
one KL-47 for off-line encryption, two KW-7s for on-line
teletype encryption, three KWR-37s for receiving the Navy
operational Intelligence Broadcast, and four KG-14s which
are used in conjunction with the KW-37 for transmitting and
receiving the Fleet Broadcasts. She was also directed to
hold repair parts kits for the equipment, seven maintenance
manuals, three operating instructions, fifteen single-page
printed key lists effective for January, February, and March
1968 for five communication networks, six books of key cards
(34 cards per book) effective in January, February, and March
1968 for one Naval broadcast system, and eleven classified
general instructional documents.

3. At the time the word was received of the PUEBLO's
capture on 23 January 1968, it was presumed she had off
loaded material as directed. However, during the Special
Intelligence debriefs in San Diego in December 1968 and
January 1969, it was discovered that there was superseded
material for the months of November and December 1967 still
aboard the PUEBLO. It was also determined during the debriefs
that the destruction effort for the equipment, keying material,
and general instructional publications was ineffective to the
extent that a majority of the material was compromised •
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•4. The damage resulting from the loss of the superseded
keying material is complicated by the absence of any action
taken at the National level to review traffic for November
and December 1967 at the time of the PUEBLO incident. The
failure to initiate traffic reviews results from the pre
sumption being made in January 1968 that all superseded
material aboard the PUEBLO had been destroyed as required
by Naval Directives. It should be noted that in accordance
with Navy practice, an authorized destruction list was for
warded to the PUEBLO for the November and December 1967
material but was returned by the U. S. Post Office with a
notation that it was undelivered to the addressee. It should
also be noted, however, that a Navy Directive (RPS-4) requires
that superseded material will be destroyed on the 15th day of
the month following its effective period, and while the pro
cedures provide for a destruction list to be sent to each
COMSEC account by the Navy Central Office of Record in
Washington, RPS-4 states specifically that in the event the
list is not received, the responsible custodian will effect
destruction by the 15th of the month and execute the appropriate
report to higher headquarters. Because this instruction was
available to an experienced custodian, it was assumed in •
January 1968 that all material was destroyed as required.

5. With respect to the cryptographic equipment which
was aboard it should be noted that the PUEBLO was directed
by COMNAVFORJAPAN to retain four KG-14s with associated
repair kits. The keying material and operating instructions
for these equipments were off-loaded by the PUEBLO as directed.
There was, therefore, no operational requirement for the KG-14
to be aboard and, in fact, the PUEBLO did not have the keying
capability to receive the KG-14 broadcasts.

6. In summary, the damage incurred by the capture of
the USS PUEBLO can be attributed, in part, to the extensive
amount of superseded and excess cryptomaterial aboard. Had
it not been for this material, it is believed that the destruc
tion effort would have been more effective. In particular, if
the superseded keying material 'had not been lost, thepossi
bility of compromise of any United States traffic other than

2
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the undestroyed record copies of messages on board the
PUEBLO at the time of capture would have been negligible.

7. Following the PUEBLO's capture, selected qualified
cryptographic technicians were interrogated intensively by
special and apparently highly competent North Korean
electronics experts regarding the technical principles of
the cryptographic equipment, the equipment operating pro
cedures, and the relationship of the associated keying
material to the cryptographic equipment. It is noted that
the North Koreans did not display any of the captured crypto
graphic material to the crew, except for some equipment
diagrams, or otherwise publicize the material for propaganda
purposes. When contrasted with the international publicity
given to the capture of other highly classified Special
Intelligence documents, the fact that this material was not
displayed or publicized would indicate that they thoroughly
understood its significance and the importance of concealing
from the United states the details of the information they
had acquired •
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B. SUMMARY OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC DAMAGE

1. Equipment

a. Ineffective maintenance manual and equipment
destruction resulted in the compromise of the cryptographic
principle of the KL-47, KW-7, KWR-37, and KG-14. The loss
of these equipments provides no appreciable advantage to
the Communists (North Korea, USSR, Communist China) in the
exploi tation of United States or Allied communication.s
beyond the point that it provides them with a clear under
standing of the cryptoprinciples employed in the electrical
encryption of U. s. communications. While such an under
standing would be of abstract benefit in planning
cryptanalytic attacks on U. s. communications, the fact
that they have detailed knowledge of the U. S. cryptographic
principles employed does not in itself aid in the exploitation
of U. S. communications. In order to exploit U. S. communi
cations using the captured crypto-equipment, assuming they
have been able to reassemble one or more units, the Communists
would have to have the cryptographic key, a contingency which
while unlikely, must be recognized as a possibiiity considering
the keying material targetting information which appears in
various U. S. general informational publications captured
by the North Koreans. Thus, in summary, the absolute threat
to U. S. communications resulting from the loss of crypto
graphic equipment is minimal. The threat to the U. S.
intelligence effort through the adaptation of U. S. crypto
graphic principles to the Communist cryptography is covered
elsewhere in this report.

b. In assessing the compromise of the various
equipment cryptographic principles, consideration has been
given to the assistance provided by the PUEBLO technicians
during North Korean interrogations. It is concluded that the
information provided by the cryptographic equipment operators,
while probably detailed and accurate, did little beyond
confirming what was available to and easily understood by the
North Koreans. The operating techniques employed for the
equipment are simple and clearly outlined in the operating
instructions, which are presumed to have been captured, thus
any information provided by the operators would have been of

•
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little value to the North Koreans. Conversely, the detailed
technical explanations provided by the PUEBLO's cryptographic
maintenance technicians are regarded as having been sig
nificantly helpful to the North Koreans in analyzing both
the hardware and maintenance manuals in their possession.
While it is difficult to assess accurately the precise
advantage in terms of time, considering the probable technical
competence of the special interrogation teams and the detailed
knowledge of the PUEBLO technicians, it is estimated that
from three to six months of technical diagnostic analysis
were saved by the North Koreans through. interrogation of the
crewmen. It should be noted, however, that no information
was provided by the technicians which could not have been
eventually obtained through analysis of technical data avail
able to the North Koreans from either (or both) the captured
hardware or maintenance manuals.

2. Keying Material (Superseded)

a. All traffic encrypted by any holders in the
November and December 1967 keying material which was aboard
the PUEBLO on 23 January 1968 was subjected to compromise by
virtue of the probable capture of the related keying material.
The North Korean Government does not possess the capability
to mount a sophisticated COMINT effort sufficient to intercept
and file U. S. communications of the types and volumes
encrypted in the cryptographic systems in question. The USSR,
however, has such a capability and is engaged in a massive
collection effort; consequently, the possibility exists that:
(1) the USSR acquired the captured material and (2) is
technically capable of matching the captured key to intercepted
traffic.

b. While some limited amounts and types of keying
material were destroyed prior to the PUEBLO being captured,
the crew's inability to identify specifically the items
which were destroyed necessitates the presumption that all
of the cryptographic keying material may have been captured.
Following is a summary of the types of cryptographic systems
lost for which the related traffic was subjected to compromise:

(I) The KW-37 operational Intelligence Broadcast

5
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(GOPI) for November and December 1967.

(2) Eight KW-37 Fleet Broadcasts for November
1967.

(3) Eight KG-14 Fleet Broadcasts for November
1967.

(4) Five and two KW-7 systems for November and
December 1967, respectively.

(5) Twelve and three KL-47 systems for November
and December 1967, respectively.

(6) A One-Time Pad System. (Pages destroyed
as used; unused pages of no value.)

In addition to the major systems listed above, two tactical
operations codes for November and December 1967, four
authentication systems, and five other miscellaneous crypto
graphic items effective during November 1967 may have been
lost. These systems are used and are capable of providing
only real-time or very short-term protection to tactical
communications and consequently their loss at the time of
the PUEBLO capture did not result in any appreciable damage.

3. Keying Material (January 1968)

The January 1968 keying material for the KW-37
GOPI broadcast, two KW-7 systems, and three KL-47 systems
were compromised. In addition, five cryptographic items of
lesser significance, including two tactical voice codes, one
tactical authentication system, and two other minor systems
were compromised. On 24 January 1968, all holders of the
KW-37, KW-7, and KL-47 materials were directed to discontinue
use of the systems immediately. Holders of the tactical codes
and authentication systems were directed to minimize usage
until replacement materials could be provided. The traffic
passed in these systems for the period 1 through 24 January
1968 was subjected to compromise as a result of this keying
material loss. With regard to the KW-37 GOPI broadcast,

6
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loss of the keying material was incidental since the GOPI
traffic itself for the period 5 through 23 January 1968
was on board the PUEBLO and was presumably captured.

4. Keying Material (Reserve On Board)

The future months' keying material aboard the
PUEBLO for the KW-37 GOPI broadcast, two KW-7 systems, and
three KL-47 systems was replaced by new material; thus, no
related traffic was jeopardized. As in the case of the
January material, the holders of the taGtical systems were
directed to minimize usage until replaced. Replacement of
these systems was effected by 1 March 1968.

5. General Publications

a. All general publications aboard the PUEBLO on
23 January 1968 are considered to have been captured by the
North Koreans. There were eleven such documents aboard and,
cumulatively, they provide a detailed description of the
United States physical security structure for the protection
of cryptographic material. In addition to describing the
measures for protecting cryptographic material, the documents
also define the U. S. Navy cryptographic order of battle.
Following are the types of information available in the
captured documents:

(1) The cryptographic netting structures of
all material used by the U. S. Navy and those systems used
jointly with the U. S. Army, U. S. Air Force, the National
security Agency, NATO, SEATO, andl I

(2) The short title, long title, effective
period and effective date of each system. Also, the destruction
date, classification, addresses of reserve material stock
points, and the identity of associated materials, e.g.,
equipment, rotors, etc. can be derived from the publications.

(3) The specific structure of the COMSEC
material distribution and accounting system including
authorized physical transmission media, frequency of inven
tories, method of inventory, etc.

7
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b. No direct damage to the U. s. cryptographic
effort resulted from the loss of the general publications.
However, with the detailed knowledge of COMSEC material
distribution channels, and systems usage which these
publications provide, it can be anticipated that Communist
attempts to acquire physically u. S. cryptographic materials
will be intensified and carried out in a more systematic and
effective manner than they have in the past.

8
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS

All recommendations contained in this report have been
consolidated in Section III •

9
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• D. EQUIPMENT

1. Location of cryptographic Equipment

The following COMSEC equipments, spares, and
manuals were aboard the PUEBLO when she was captured by
the North Koreans on 23 January 1968. xhe equipment and
repair parts kits were located in the CRYPTO Room, and
the maintenance manuals were in the maintenance area of
the research spaces:

•

•

a. One TSEC/KL-47 equipment

b. Two TSEC/KW-7 equipments

c. Three TSEC/KWR-37 equipments

d. Four TSEC/KG-14 equipments

e. One KWQ-8 Kit (spare elements for the KW-7)

f. One KWQ-4 Kit (spare elements for the KWR-37)

g. One KG-14 Kit (spare elements for the KG-14)

h. One KAM-3(A) , Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KL-47

i. One KAM-78 (A) , Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KWR-37

j. One KAM-79(A), Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KWR-37

k. One KAM-143(B), Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KW-7

1. One KAM-144(B), Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KW-7

10
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m. One KAM-145(A), Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KW-7

n. One KAM-179(A), Repair and Maintenance Manual
for KG-14

2. Cryptographic Equipment Destruction

a. The destruction was far from complete. No
COMSEC equipments, spare parts, or KAMs were jettisoned.
A few unidentified printed circuit boards from the COMSEC
equipments were jettisoned through a porthole. It has
been established that approximately 30 - 45 minutes were
available for destruction of these items. The primary
method of destruction for the equipment was to knock modules
and electrical components from the printed circuit boards
and let the parts fall to the deck. Some mechanical damage
was inflicted to chassis and cabinets. The cabinets and
chassis of at least one of each type of the COMSEC equip
ments (with the exception of the KL-47) were captured
practically intact. There was no destruction at all
attempted on the spare parts kits (KWQs) for the COMSEC
equipments due to the lack of time. Some of the KAM manuals
were destroyed by tearing. No burning of the remains was
accomplished. A more detailed description of the destruction
of specific equipment follows.

b. The following describes the destruction of 
specific equipment:

(1) KL-47 - Four sets of rotors for the KL-47
were broken up and the pieces left on the deck of the
crypto space. (two sets of KAR-460A and two sets of KAR-463A).
The plastic rotor bodies and notch rings were broken and in
some instances the wiring was cut apart. A sledgehammer and
a fire axe were used to smash the keyboard, stepping unit,
and printing unit. The stepping unit was reportedly smashed
with a fire axe in the blade down position. Parts were still
recognizable but badly bent and smashed. Approximately
15 - 20 minutes were devoted to smashing the KL-47 and the

11
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four sets of rotors. It is the opinion of a crewman that
the North Koreans could not put the KL-47 back into operating
condition. Two PUEBLO personnel witnessed and confirmed
the physical damage inflicted to the KL-47.

(2) KW-7 - There were two KW-7s aboard. The
destruction of each proceeded as follows:

(a) One KW-7 was disconnected from its
KWF-I slide mount and set on the deck in the CRYPTO Room.
The top cover was removed from the KW-7 and all of the
printed wiring boards were removed from the KW~7. All the
modules were knocked off of the printed wiring boards. No
further attempt was made to destroy the modules or the bare
printed wiring boards. The Al and A2 boards, which contain
the Tetrahedral key combining logic and Fibonacci shift
register stages, were not removed from this equipment. The
two KWK-7s from this KW-7 were smashed with a hammer. The
degree of actual destruction is difficult to ascertain,
however, it would be questionable at best since the pieces
were left on the floor of the CRYPTO Room. After the modules
were knocked off of the printed wiring boards on the first
KW-7, the chassis and front panel were smashed rather ex
tensively. The pointed end of a fire axe was used to knock
holes allover the front panel. An attempt was also made
to smash up the interior of the equipment, card slots, etc.
The bottom cover was not removed -- no wiring ~arnesses were
cut or severed. No blows of a fire axe or sledge were
directed to the bottom of the KW-7. A crewman felt that the
first KW-7 was pretty thoroughly smashed.

(b) The second KW-7 was the last thing
in the CRYPTO Room that the crewmen attempted to destroy
before the PUEBLO was captured. This destruction effort
took place after the North Koreans had actually boarded.
All the printed wiring boards, except the Al and A2 boards,
were removed from the second KW-7 and thrown against the
opposite bulkhead. The modules were not knocked off of these
boards because the crewmen could not find a sledge, fire axe,
or chipping hammer. An attempt was made to break some of the

12
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•patch cords on the Al and A2 boards by pulling against
them while they were still attached to the KWX-IO. It is
doubtful if any of the patch cords were broken. The KWK-7
plug boards from the second KW-7 were smashed with a hammer.
No damage was inflicted on the KW-7 chassis. A crewman
feels this KW-7 could be put back into operating condition,
minus the KWK-7 permuter. No destruction of the KWQ-B was
attempted because of lack of time and the location of the
kit.

(3) KWR-37 and Spares

(a) The classified boards were removed
from the three KWR-37s. The equipments were opened, the
drawers pulled out and all the classified boards were
removed and put in a pile on the deck. The unclassified
elements were left in the equipment. The destruction was
accomplished by placing the boards on the deck in the area
of the KW-37 where they were pounded with a sledgehammer and
a fire axe. At first an attempt was made to completely break
the parts and printed circuit boards into pieces, but b~~ause

of the number of people within the limited open space of the
CRYPTO Room, the sledgehammer or fire axe could not be used
effectively. A chipping hammer was therefore used to smash
the tubes and knock the components off the boards. No further
attempt was made to continue breaking up the printed circuit
boards. Some KWR-37 boards were broken up with a ballpeen
hammer on the raised portion of the hatchway which leads from
the research space into the CRYPTO Room. There was no attempt
made to destroy the unclassified elements.

(b) The card readers on the KWR-37s were
unlocked, and the KAW-IA CRIBs were removed. They were then
put on the hatchway ledge and broken by pounding with the
ballpeen hammer. The printed wiring matrix was then peeled
away from the metal backing plate to which it is glued and
both sections of each CRIB were pounded with the hammer again.
This is considered to be an incomplete destruction, since the
pieces were left in the CRYPTO Room and the matrix could be
reconstructed from these pieces. A sledgehammer was used in

13
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the attempt to destroy the card readers on the KWR-37s.
The plunger contact panel on one of the card readers was
hit with several blows of the sledgehammer. The card
readers on the other two KWR-37s were closed when hit with
the sledgehammer. It is reported that the outside of the
readers were badly bent.

(c) An attempt was made to damage the
cabinets and drawers of two of the KWR-37s. Two of the
KWR-37 drawers were damaged with blows from the sledge
hammer; however, one drawer and cabinet were almost intact,
except for the damage inflicted on the card reader.

(d) The KWQ-4 spare parts kit for the
KWR-37 was not destroyed. No destruction was attempted
because of the lack of time and the fact that they were
stowed under the operating position where the communica
tions circuit between the PUEBLO and Kami Seya was being
maintained.

(e) It was confirmed that the KWR-37
printed circuit boards were smashed and broken up, but it
was not possible to identify the specific classified elements
of the KWR-37 which may have been broken up by the crewmen.

(4) KG-14 and spares

(a) All of the classified and unclassified
printed circuit boards were removed from the four KG-14
equipments. Small hammers were used to knock off all the
modules from all the boards. Some of the modules were re
portedly smashed into pieces, and an attempt was made to
break the bare boards into pieces. A chipping hammer was
used by a crewman to knock all of the modules off of the
boards, but he did not attempt to further destroy either
the boards or the modules.

(b) An attempt was made to smash the card
readers on the top two KG-14s with a sledgehammer. The
card readers were closed. The card readers on the bottom
two KG-14s were not damaged.

14
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(c) An undetermined amount of damage was
inflicted to two of the KG-14 front panels with a sledge
hammer. Two of the KG-14 chassis and front panels were not
touched. The power supply chassis on the four KG-14s were
not damaged at all. It is the opinion of a crewman that two
of the KG-14s were captured in very good condition. The
spare parts for the KG-14 equipments were not destroyed.
No destruction of the 14 spares was attempted because of
lack of time and the fact that they were also located under
the operating position where the circuit with Kami Seya was
being maintained.

(d) No one can corroborate or verify the
actual destruction of any specific classified element of the
KG-14s.

(5) Seven COMSEC KAMs were on board the PUEBLO
when she left Japan. These KAMs were located on a shelf in
back of the workbench located in the research spaces, because
there was no room to stow them in the CRYPTO Room. Three
CTs were involved in the destruction of the KAMs. The method
of 'destruction was by ripping pages from the KAMs, tearing
the pages into strips or small pieces, and throwing the
pieces on the floor. No burning was 'accompiished. One of
the CTs estimates that approximately three to three and one
half KAMs were destroyed in this manner. None of the three
crewmen involved in this effort could identify specifically
which KAMs were destroyed. During the period of detention
a crewman was shown pages from both KAM-143 and KAM-144
(manuals for the KW-7); accordingly, it is highly probable
that these manuals were not torn up.

3. Conclusions

a. The cryptographic logic and cryptographic
principles for the KL-47 , KW-7, KWR-37, and KG-l4 have been
compromised.

b. It is highly probable that by utilizing the
printed wiring boards and spare parts which were not destroyed,
the North Koreans can repair and assemble at least one model
of the KW-7, KWR-37, and KG-14 equipments.

15
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c. The rotors for the KL-47 were all broken and
smashed to the extent that it would be very difficult to
reconstruct an operational set of rotors from their remains.

d. The KL-47 was extensively damaged; however,
not to the extent that the basic principles of operation
could not be ascertained and the equipment possibly re
constructed.

intact.
for the

e. An undetermined number of the KAMs were captured
(Evidence tends to indicate that KAM-143 and KAM-144

KW-7 are in the hands of the North Koreans.)

•

•

f. For the short time available and the tools at
hand a very concentrated and noteworthy effort was made by
the crewmen involved to destroy the COMSEC equipment.

16
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• E. DOCUMENTS

1. Location of Cryptographic Documents

Following is the location of cryptographic documents
and keying material aboard the USS PUEBLO during the patrol.

a. The following material was located within the
research spaces:

(1) CRYPTO Room:

KAK-936 (JL)
KAK-1639 (HK)
KAK-2590 (FK)
KAK-2669 (BB)
KAK-2684 (AS)
KAL-ll (GS)
KAO-27 ( B)
KAO-34 (C)• KAO-83 (D)
KAY-T-2000 (Y) Day 23

(2 ) Maintenance Area:

KAM-3 (A)
KAM-78 (A)
KAM-79 (A) •
KAM-143 ( B)
KAM-l44 (B)
KAM-l45 (A)
KAM-179 (A)

b. The following material was located in the RPS
safe in the passageway outside the Officer's Ward Room:

•

AMSP-l58 (CT)
AMSP-298 (CF)
AMSP-617 (CQ)
KAA-29 (Ee)

17
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.\
KAA-33 (DO)
KAA-38 (CE)
KAA-60 (AT) (AU) (AW) (AX) (AY)
KAC-132 (OY) through (TF)
KAC-138 (BK) (BL) (BN) (BO) (BP) .,

KAK-588 (JF) , .,

KAK-646 (JL) i, -

KAK-930 (JL)
KAK-932 (JJ) 1·'

KAK-935 (JL)
KAK-936 (JJ) (JK) (KA) (KB) (Ke)
KAK-1403 (HI)
KAK-1409 (HI)
KAK-1639 (HI) (HJ) (HL)
KAK-1753 (30)
KAK-1817 (lID)
KAK-2590 (FI )(FJ )(FL) ;.-
KAK-2645 (AL)
KAK-2647 (AG)
KAK-2667 (AI)
KAK-2669 (AZ) (BA) (BC) (BD) (BE) •KAK-2684 (AQ) (AR) (AT)
KAY-T-2000 (W) (X)(Y days 1-22 and 24-31) (Z)(AA)
KAY-S-2014 (E)
KAY-S-2016 (AB)
KAY-S-2017 (AA)
KAY-S-2018 (M) ,

KAY-S-2023 (M)
:\KAY-S-2025 (J)

KAY-S-2029 (F) -i
iKAY-S-2073 (B) -,

KAY-S-3054 (Z) :1
KAY-S-3056 (Y)
KAY-S-3059 (Z)
KAY-S-3079 (S)
KAY-S-3090 (F)
KAY-S-3091 (F)
KAY-S-3092 (F)
KAY-S-3115 (S)
KAP-EB
KAG-IC
KAG-18-1
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c. The following material was located in the
radio shack:

KAG-27A
AFSAG-1248
CSPM-IE
CSPM-IF
CSPM-3H
CSPM-3J
CSPM-3J RPMCOI
CSPM-3J RPMC02
CSPM-3J RPMC03
CSPM-3J RPMC04
RPS-4G
RPS-IOB
RPS-3IE
RPS-32D
RPS-36E
ATP-IA VOL I
ATP-IA CH 5
ATP-IA RPS I

• KAA-60
KAC-138
KAL-15

(AV)
(BM)
(CU)

•

2. RPS Material Destruction

a. The order to commence emergency destruction
was given i~ediately following the PUEBLO receiving the
first salvo of North Korean small arms fire. The emergency
destruction bill did not designate ship's personnel to
conduct emergency destruction of the contents of the RPS
safe; consequently, no crewmembers proceeded to this area
for duty. The course of events within the RPS safe area
developed as follows: The RPS custodian was in the operating
spaces at the time the emergency destruction order was given.
He remained in this area for approximately ten minutes after
which time he proceeded to the passageway adjacent to the
Officer's Ward Room where the RPS safes were located. In
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the meantime, the communications technicians were attempting
to burn material within the operating spaces but their
efforts were largely unsuccessful as a result of excess
smoke and lack of ventilation; therefore, the containers
used for burning (standard Navy waste cans) were moved from
the operating spaces to the weather deck where the destruc
tion effort resumed. This effort was now located within a
few feet of the RPS safes. When the RPS custodian reached
the RPS safe he reports that he removed all key lists from
the safe and personally destroyed them by burning. There
are conflicts with respect to what actually occurred at this
particular time; however, it appears that some key lists
were probably destroyed. He also removed two safe liner
jettison bags of material and left them lying on the deck.
These bags were never jett~soned. Following the custodian
arriving at the scene, several ship's crewmen who were
assigned General Quarters Station within the vicinity of
the RPS safes began to assist in emergency destruction.
Most of these men were General Service (GENSER) personnel
whose duties excluded them from the ship's research spaces.
None of them, including the communications technicians,
was familiar with the ~dentity of cryptomaterial. The point
at which the remainder of the cryptomaterial in the RPS safe,
including the superseded material, was removed cannot be
definitely determined. It appears, however, that some of
the ship's crewmen (GENSER) were removing this material,
tearing it up, and burning some. One of the primary people
involved in this activity was FN D. D. Hodges, who was
subsequently mortally wounded. The destruction activity of
the RPS material continued for about 15 - 20 minutes (about
10 minutes of burning) from the time that the safes were
opened until the North Koreans wounded several of the crew
men. Approximately 30 minutes elapsed from the time the
men were wounded until the ship was finally boarded; however,
the destruction activity came to a virtual halt at the time
the men were wounded and it never resumed to any effective
extent. While one crewman indicates that he destroyed a
considerable amount of material after the North Koreans
opened fire in the area of destruction, statements from
other crewmen and officers would suggest that his activity
was minimal if indeed he was in the area at all.
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b. In summary, emergency destruction of RPS
~aterial began approximately 10 - 15 minutes following
the order to effect emergency destruction. It continued
for a period of approximately 15 - 20 minutes, 10 minutes
during which material was being burned. The people engaged
in destruction were totally unfamiliar with cryptomaterial,
thus their efforts in identifying what was destroyed are
largely ineffective. Their description of what was ulti
mately destroyed follows:

(1) Quite a few pubs -- y~llow cover, four
number series, 3/4" x 18" x 8"

(2)

(3)
as to how many.

One CONFIDENTIAL pub on ADONIS system

Pads (reference is to JOVE. No indication
Torn only.)

•

•

(4) One pad

(5) One booklet CRYPTO cards

(6) KAP-EB

(7) CRYPTO document

(8) Two long gray paperback documents

(9) 'One pack CRYPTO keying material (key cards)

(10) White. envelopes from RPS safes

(11) "Couple" key lists

c. The reference to the yellow cover, four-number
series publications is believed to be JOVE pads. It is
estimated that somewhere from between four and eight of
these were destroyed of a total of 13 aboard. Of the 36
books of key cards aboard, two books are identified as
being destroyed with probably a portion of one other. The
white envelopes referred to are believed to be key lists -
It is significant that this particular activity took place
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after the men were wounded which would have been a con
siderable period of time after the RPS custodian indicated
that he had destroyed all key lists. There were 22 key lists
aboard; however, no estimate can be. made of the number
destroyed. There is no indication as to what the "long gray
paperback documents" or the "CRYPTO document" may have been.

d. Simultaneous with the activity described above,
the cryptographic keying material and manuals located in the
CRYPTO Room were being handed out of the area tor destruc
tion. Since the paper material ended ~p with that being
removed from the RPS safe, its ultimate disposition is
equally uncertain, thus it is considered compromised. The
material known to have been in the CRYPTO Room includes:

i• '
\

-I
I
i
;

(1) the 23 January 1968 key for the KW-37
(KAY-T-2000)

(2) KAK-2684 (AS)

(3) KAK-l639 (HK) •(4) KAK-2590 (FK)

(5) KAK-2669 ( BB)

(6) KAK-936 (JL)

(7) KAL-l1 (GS).
(8) KAR-460 (A)

(9) KAR-463 (A)

(10) KAW-1 (D)

(The details of the destruction of KAR-460(A) , KAR-463 (A) ,
and KAW-l(D) are covered elsewhere in this report.) In
addition to the above material, it is believed that equip
ment operating instructions KAO-83(D) for the KW-7, KAO-34(C)
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for the KWR-37 , and KAO-27{B) for the KL-47 were also in
the CRYPTO Room, were passed out for destruction and were
captured by the North Koreans.

e. The cryptogr~phic equipment maintenance manuals
KAM-179{A), KAM-143{B), KAM-144 (B) , KAM-145{A), KAM-78 (A) ,
KAM-79 (A) , and KAM-3{A) were located in the maintenance area
of the research spaces. Three and one-half unidentified
manuals are reported to have been torn up with none of them
being burned. It is presumed that those which were torn up
were reconstructed by the North Koreans., thus, all of the
maintenance manuals were captured.

f. At the time the North Korean harassment began,
the January editions of KAC-138{BM), KAA-60{AV), and ~-15{CU)

were located in the radio shack•. When the emergency destruc
tion order was given, these documents were lashed to a tool
box and jettisoned.

3. Documents Observed in North Korea by Crewmembers
I

Equipment diagrams from the KW-7 maintenance
manuals (KAM-143 and KAM-144) were observed in the possession
of the North Koreans by one crewman. One other crewman
believes he saw a document which was either a key list or a
PALLAS key square; however, the identification is not positive.
All other cryptographic information observed was either hand
drawn or compiled by the North Koreans or by the crewmen
themselves. The seriousness with which the North Koreans
viewed their capture of cryptographic equipment and material
is best demonstrated by their unwillingness to display it- to
crewmembers or otherwise use the material for propaganda
purposes.

4. Conclusions

a. The cryptographic' document destruction ceased
and never resumed when one man was mortally wounded and
several were wounded by the North Koreans. The total amount
of time effectively devoted to the destruction effort was
from 10 - 15 minutes. While some of the key lists, key
cards, and one~time pads were effectively destroyed by burning,
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the absence of positive identification leaves no recourse
but to presume all of the material to have been captured.
The only documents positively identified as having been
destroyed were the January editions of KAC-138(BM), KAA-60
(AV) , and KAL-15(CU).

b. While the lack of time and the hostilities of
events p~ecluded effective destruction of material, the over
riding fact is that the crewmembers were faced with destroying
a significant amount of superseded material which should not
have been aboard. Further, ~here had been no prior planning
for such events either by specific emergency personnel
assignments or by practicing emergency destruction. Had
only authorized material been aboard the PUEBLO and had
the ship's personnel been assigned and drilled in emergency
destruction, the damage to U. S. cryptography would have
been negligible.

I
i

I.'
I,

••
I
i
I

I
I

I
I
I
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F. INTERROGATIONS

1. The PUEBLO cryptographic maintenance and operator
personnel were subjected to intensive interrogations by
the North Koreans, who concentrated their efforts primarily
on the operational characteristics and the theory of opera
tion of the COMSEC equipments carried aboard the PUEBLO.
These intensive sessions were conducted by a North Korean
electronics expert who demonstrated a capability to under
stand the information elicited from the crypto personnel.
During early interrogations some of the crypto personnel
attempted to convey erroneous or incomplete information
to the North Koreans; however, these areas were corrected
later by the crypto personnel when they were confronted
with the accurate information.

2. Diagrams and sketches of the COMSEC equipments
and of the cryptographic logic, which were provided to the
North Koreans by the crypto personnel, were of sufficient
detail in most cases to explain completely the theory of
operation of the COMSEC equipments. In most of these cases,
great detail was provided to the North Koreans concerning
the Koken and Fibonacci registers, key combining logic, and
combiner permutations. This information fully described the
cryptographic principles of the COMSEC equipments. On a
few occasions the North Korean interrogators produced pages
from the KW-7 KAMs at the interrogation sessions and asked
the crypto maintenance personnel for technical explanations
or clarifying information. There is no doubt that the infor
mation obtained through these interrogations greatly reduced
the time it would normally have taken for the North Koreans to
gain a complete understanding of the COMSEC equipment which
they captured aboard the PUEBLO.

3. The North Koreans also attempted to obtain infor
mation from the crypto personnel concerning COMSEC equipments
which were not aboard the PUEBLO. Some of the equipments .
mentioned were the CSP 2900, CSP 3000, KW-2, KW-26, KY-l,
etc. It is assumed that these equipment short titles were
obtained by the North Koreans from documents captured aboard
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the PUEBLO. Since the PUEBLO crypto personnel were not
intimately familiar with most of these equipments, the.
North Koreans did not obtain much, if any, detailed in
formation concerning the operational characteristics or
cryptographic principles of these equipments.

4. Following is a detailed description of the
COMSEC information revealed to the North Koreans during
interrogations:

a. A crewman was interrogated intensively by the
North Koreans regarding the overall and theoretical opera
tion of the KW-7. He was interrogated frequently by a
North Korean "electronics expert" who has been described
as "sharp". During the first North Korean interrogation
he drew simplified block diagrams of the KW-7 leaving out
many details and containing errors which were not detected
by his interrogators. During subsequent sessions with the
electronics expert these errors and lack of detail were
pointed out to him, and he was told to draw better diagrams
of the KW-7. When the crewman claimed to have a poor memory
concerning the primary and secondary key generator portions
of the KW-7, the North Korean electronics expert produced
the logic diagrams of the primary and secondary key generators
contained in KAM-143B and asked him to explain the theory of
operation and the symbols and abbreviations on the logic
diagrams. He states that much time was spent with the North
Korean electronics expert in the area of key generation and
combining, and he told the North Koreans what he knew about
it. During these sessions on the KW-7, he was also shown
timing diagrams from KAM-143B and asked to explain them.
He drew sketches of KWK-7 programming plug and explaine~

how the combiner permutations were accomplished. He made
a sketch of the key list for the KW-7 and explained to _the
North Koreans how and when.the KW-7 key changes were made.
During one of his interrogations by the North Korean elec
tronics expert he was shown a page from KAM-144B which
explains a trouble-shooting technique for the KW-7 key
generator section, and he was also shown a print-out which
was different from the one in KAM-144B. The crewman was asked
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at that time if he could tell what was wrong with the KW-7
if such a print-out occurred. He did not help them in this
area. Another crewman explained in detail the operating
procedures for the KW-7 including how the KWK-7 plug boards
were set up from the key list.

b. Two crewmen were interrogated by the North
Koreans regarding the design and operation of the KL-47.
One crewman drew sketches of the KL-47 which showed the
location of the controls, keyboard, printer, stepping unit,
and rotor basket. As an example of the detail that the
North Koreans insisted be put in these sketches, they wanted
the location of every key on the keyboard. He drew sketches
for the North Koreans of the KL-47 electrical circuits in
the stepping unit and described how the notch rings on the
rotors depressed the leaf spring contacts in the stepping
unit and caused the stepping pawls to be activated. He
told the North Koreans that the KL-47 had one stationary
and six or seven moving rotors. He told the North Koreans
that the rotors moved once for each character and did not
rotate continuously. The North Koreans questioned the
purpose of the 500 letter check on rotors. He could not
tell the North Koreans because he didn't know; however, he
did describe the routine maintenance check which he normally
made, which was 1000 letters or more. From time to time the
North Koreans described mechanical parts from the KL-47 and
asked what they were and what they did. A crewman drew
sketches of the KL-47 rotors showing the rotor body, notch
rings, and contacts. He claims the North Koreans did not
ask and he did not volunteer the number of contacts on the
rotors. Both of the crewmen were interrogated at length
about the operational procedures for the KL-47 and how the
rotors were set up each day from the key list. Other crew
members were interrogated by the North Koreans about the
compatibility of the KL-7 and KL-47, but they claimed
ignorance of such compatibility.

c. One of the crewmen was interrogated intensively
by the North Koreans concerning the operational characteristics
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and the logic design of the KWR-37. He was interviewed
frequently by a North Korean "electronics expert". An
indication of the knowledge and technical capabilities of
this el~ctronics expert was demonstrated on occasions
when he would start to explain a basic logic function or
basic electronics theory to the expert and the expert would
interrupt the discussions and say that he knew that in de
tail; to go on. In later interrogations· the expert would
tell him it was not necessary to cover technical areas that
had been previously discussed. The crewman was not sho~n

any portion of the KAM manuals for the KWR-37 during his
interrogations by the North Koreans. During the North
Korean interrogations the crewman described in great detail
the complete theory of operation for the KWR-37. He drew
diagrams and described in detail the logic contained on
each printed circuit element in the KWR-37. He drew over
all block diagrams of the KWR-37 so as to tie the individual
functions together. He described the late entry capability
of the KWR-37. Sketches of the KWR-37 card reader and key
card were drawn and he explained in detail how the card
reader and key card accomplish the daily permutations of
the Koken stages to the key combiners. He described the
traffic flow security characteristics of the KWT-37.
Another crewman provided, in detail, the function of the
front panel switches, lights and clocks, the length of
crypto period, and the operating procedures for the KWR-37.

d. One of the crewmen was intensively interrogated
by the North Koreans concerning the operational characteris
tics and the logic design of the KG-14. He "had many inter
rogat~ons on the KG-14 with an "electronics expert". The
technical capabilities of this expert have been previously
described in the KWR-37 summary. He was not shown any pages
from the KG-14 KAM by the North Koreans. Initially he drew
block diagrams of the logic contained on each type of printed
wiring element contained in the KG-14, relating this logic
back to the overall block diagram of the equipment. He
explained how the KG-14 was an ancillary key generator, which
used the raw key stream from the KWR-37 to generate an
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• independent key stream in the KG-14. This explanation of
KG-14 key generation involved detailed explanation of the
theory of operation of the non-linear sequence generator
and cyclic shift registers. He described the function of
all controls on the KG-14. He described the function of
the alarm circuits and explained the KG-14 high speed,
low speed, and facsimile modes of operation. He explained
the traffic flow security principles of -the KG-14.

e. During the North Korean interrogations there
were many attempts to elicit information about COMSEC
equipments not carried on the PUEBLO. The North Koreans
possessed a listing of undetermined origin which contained
an unidentified number of COMSEC equipments. Various crew
members were interrogated about their knowledge of equipments
on the list. Interviews conducted during the SI debrief of
the PUEBLO personnel have revealed that the following
equipments were mentioned:

(1) CSP 2900

• (2 ) CSP 3000

(3) TSEC/KL-7

(4) TSEC/KW-2

(5) TSEC/KW-26

(6) TSEC/KY-l

(7) TSEC/KY-8

(8) SSM-33

(9) AN/FGQ-l (131 B2 table)

One crewman drew rather incomplete sketches for the North
Koreans of the CSP 2900, CSP 3000, and TSEC/KW-2 showing the
equipments to be rotor type machines. He attempted to show

•
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the number and placement of rotors, but stated during hls
5I aebriefs that the information provided them was very
vague and general in nature. His sketches showed three
rows of five moving rotors and one row of five fixed ro~ors.

He does not recall if his sketch of the KW-2 indicated two
or three rows of rotors. He drew sketches of the KW-26
equipments racked up and identified the configuration as
having a KW-26T, KWR-26 , and two KW-26 power supplies, but
was not able to provide the North Koreans with any more
detail than the crude sketch. Another crewman also pro
vided the North Koreans with a sketch of the KW-26 front
panel, but could not provide specific detail on theory of
operation since he was not knowledgeable. Apparently the
North Koreans did not press for detailed information on
CQM5EC equipments when they became convinced that the crew
member was not knowledgeable of the equipment. The North
Koreans apparently were aware of cryptographic compatibility
of the KL-47 and KL-7 equipments, but it is undetermined if
this was confirmed to them. They were told that the KY-8
was a voice encryption system; a crewman explained to the
North Koreans that he didn't think the 131 B2 system was
used anymore by the U. 5. He explained that the 5SM-33
worked like the 131 B2 table.

f. In addition to interrogation of the crypto
graphic maintenance technicians, the PUEBLO radioman was
interrogated by the North Koreans who exhibited considerable
interest in the manner in which challenge and replies are
derived by use of the TRITON authenticators. The process
was explained to them in detail including a hand-drawn
sketch of the TRITON grille (KLI-12). The fact that the
radioman gave them the information they were seeking is
incidental, since they captured the TRITON authenticators
which contain detailed instructions. It is assumed that
the North Koreans (1) have copies of KAA-29 , KAA-33 , KAA-38 ,
and KAA-60, (2) know the details of how they are employed,
and (3) know the geographical areas in which each is used.

5. Conclusions

a. The North Koreans made an intensive effort
and succeeded in obtaining information which gave them a
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very good understanding of the theory of operation and the
cryptographic principles of the KL-47 , KW-7, KWR-37, and
KG-14.

b. The information elicited by the North Koreans
from the PUEBLO crypto personnel greatly reduced the time
it would have taken them otherwise to become familiar with
and understand the principles embodied in the COMSEC equip
ment that was aboard the PUEBLO.

c. with the information obtained by the North
Koreans from the PUEBLO crypto personnel and the incomplete
destruction of the COMSEC equipments and spare parts, it is
highly probable that they now have at least one working
model of the KW-7, KWR-37 , and KG-14 equipments in their
possession •
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G. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND
MAINTENANCE MANUALS

Following is the damage assessment of the compromise
of the cryptographic principles of the equipment aboard
the PUEBLO considering the two extremes of acquisition by
the USSR and North Korea. The value of the principles to
other Communist nations, for example Communist China or
North Viet Nam, would be in proportion to their techno
logical development.

1. The KG-14, a relatively new addition to the U. S.
inventory, is a versatile and efficient equipment incor
porating advanced electronic techniques. Used in conjunction
with the KW-37, it provides high security to multi-channel
teletypewriter or facsimile broadcast transmissions. There
is no record of its previous compromise through physical loss
or exposure to a known defector, and it has been released
only to the UK, Canada, and Australia. Its acquisition by
Soviet Russia is of value since it permits them to bypass
the diagnostic phase of cryptanalysis which would otherwise
consume years of costly and painstaking labor through pure
cryptanalytic study. With the equipment logic known, a
competent SIGINT activity can, by acquiring any KG-14 key
card used by the U. S. in the future, read all traffic
encrypted with that key card, provided the related KG-14
cipher transmission along with the KW-37 cipher transmission
which controls its operation has been intercepted and
identified. It is also possible that the Soviets will use
some of the logic (or its embodiment) to improve or modernize
some of their own systems to the detriment of U. S. SIGINT
effort. One feature which would be of great benefit to the
Soviets is the heavy use of alarm circuitry characterizing
the KG-14, an area to which the USSR has paid insufficient
attention until recently. USSR access to the KG-14 will
undoubtedly accelerate its engineering efforts -in alarm
circuitry development.

2. The same considerations as described for the KG-14
generally apply to the KW-37 with the exception that:
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a. The KW-37 is released to Germany, Netherlands,
France, Italy, Norway, Denmark, Greece, Turkey, Belgium,
Portugal, Canada, Australia, and UK and is, therefore,
more likely to have been previously compromised, although
no reports to that effect have been received.

b. The KW-37 uses a secondary variable (CRIB)
limited to U. S. holders only, thus the acquisition of both
the key card and CRIB is required for immediate exploitation
of traffic.

c. The KW-37 logic is embodied in subminiature
tubes, an obsolete technique for U. S. electronic crypto
equipments.

3. The KW-7 is probably the best crypto-equipment
for encryption of tactical teletypewriter traffic in the
world. It is small, efficient, and secure. As in the case
of the KG-14, loss of the equipment itself or of its logic
has no direct effect on U. S. COMSEC, but provides an
immediate means to exploit any key lists the enemy may
acquire. It should be recognized that the KW-7 was spe
cifically designed as a tactical equipment for use in forward
echelons where physical loss through capture has been ahtici
pated. Its logic has been or is being provided to all NATO
countries and has been provided to Australia and New Zealand
as well. Since being placed into operation in Southeast
Asia, eight KW-7s have been lost with four presumed compromised;
however, the PUEBLO incident is the only absolutely substan
tiated loss and accompanied as it was by the loss of the
related manuals and technical explanations is certainly the
most complete. It is reasonable to expect that the Communists
will eventually adapt some of the features to their own
cryptography.

4. Indirect damage to COMSEC which may have occurred
through USSR acquisition of the details of the techniques,
principles, or procedures used in the KL-47 is judged to
be negligible. Although the information would have been of
great value to them had they not previously acquired it,
there is a very high probability that they already possess
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the information. This is almost certainly true because
many thousands of equipments have been in use world-wide
for more than a decade, including about 10,000 functionally
identical KL-7 equipments held by NATO countries. The
equipment, associated maintenance manuals, and operating
instructions have been exposed to possible compromise a
number of times over the years. In recent intelligence
operations, the USSR has made efforts to obtain key lists
and rotors, but have shown no interest in the equipment
itself or its supporting documents. Damage to SIGINT
interests as a result of loss of the KL-47 to the USSR is
also jUdged to be negligible. There is no evidence that
they have found it necessary or desirable to adopt KL-47
principles or techniques in their own systems. The system
is old, electromechanical, obsolescent, and relegated
primarily to back-up use by the U. s.

5. I

! ~! !
1

11!)) (3) 50 USC 403
I (3) 18 USC 798
Ib 3) P.L. 86-36

nat10n's traff1c. It 1S presumed, however, that with the
capture of the cryptomaterial aboard the PUEBLO, the Koreans
now have sufficient knowledge of the four U. S. machine
systems involved to permit them to exploit any future traffic
in these systems provided they can intercept it and physically
acquire the specific keying variables used. It is possible,
therefore, that they may make a concentrated attempt to
acquire some of these key lists and key cards by subversion
or physical penetration, although such efforts will probably
be limited for some time to come by both economic and
technological constraints.

6. I
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cryptographic equipment. During the interrogations by
the North Koreans of the PUEBLO crew, however, it became
apparent that the special teams brought in to conduct
cryptographic interrogations were highly competent in the
field of electronics. They were also critically interested
in the technological aspects of the cryptog~aphic equip
ments aboard the USS PUEBLO. While it is possible these
special teams were, in fact, representing the interests of
the USSR, it must be acknowledged that the interest and
competence being displayed may have been North Korea's and
thus machine cryptography may soon begin to appear on the
scene in North Korea. While it is presumed that at this
time they do not" now have the manufacturing base to commence
immediate manufacture of precision par,ts required for a~

equipment such as the KW-7, with their understanding of the
general electronic principles of the KW-7, it is assumed
that an equipment of less sophisticated engineering design
but incorporating some of its cryptographic features could
be constructed by the North Koreans. It is concluded,
therefore, that within a matter of years, the electronic
data and hardware acquired through the capture of the
PUEBLO will result in increased sophistication of North
Korean cryptography.
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• H. INVENTORY OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND RELATED
MANUALS AND PARTS

1.

2.

•

•

SHORT TITLE

TSEC/KL-47

KLK-47

ENG 00347

KAO-27B

KAM-3A

TSEC/KW-7

KWQ-8

KW-7 ERP Kit

KWK-7

KWF-l

KWL-4A

KWX-8

KWX-IO

ONO 8757

KAO-83D

COPIES

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

4

2

2

1

2

2

1

CLASS

cc

cc

U

CC

CC

CC

CC

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

CC

36

LONG TITLE/DESCRIPTION

Electromechanical Literal Cipher
Machine (ADONIS System)

Stepping Unit for KL-47

Spare Parts Box for KL-47

Operating Instructions for
KL-47

Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KL-47

Electronic Tactical Teletypewriter
Security Equipment

Spare Parts Kit for KW-7

Emergency Repair Parts for KW-7

Prog~amming Plug for KW-7.and
KG-22

Slide Mount for KW-7

Loop Adaptor for KW-7

Function Remote Unit for KW-7

Permuter Adaptor Unit for KW-7

Stop Switch - Plain - KW-7

operating Instructions for KW-7

HANDLE VIA eOMIN'f CnltNNELS ONLi
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3.

4.

SHORT TITLE

KAM-l43B

KAM-l44B

KAM-l45A

TSEC/KWR-37

KWB-6

KOI-lA/TSEC

KWQ-4

KOI..;-lA Mod Kit

KAO-34B

KAO-34C

KAM-78A

KAM-79A

TSEC/KG-l4

KOI-4A

KG-l4 Spares

KG-l4 Mod Kit

COPIES

1

1

1

3

3

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

4

4

2

4

CLASS

cc

CC

cc

CC

u

u

cc

CCNF

CC

cc

CC

CC

cc

u

CC

u

37

LONG TITLE/DESCRIPTION

Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KW-7, Vol I.
Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KW-7, Vol II

Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KW-7, Vol III

Electronic Broadcast Teletype
writer Security Equipment

Frame Assembly for KWR-37

Card Reader for KW-37

Emergency Repair Parts for
KWR-37

CRIB Mod Kit for KWR-37
Card Readers

Operating Instructions for KW-37

Operating Instructions for KW-37

Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KWR-37, Vol I

Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KWR-37, Vol II

Accessory Key Generator

Card Reader for KG-l4

Spare Parts Kit for KG-14

Mod Kit for KG-14

!fAoN!)LE '\1IAo COMINT CHANNELS ONLf
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• SHORT TITJ:,E COPIES CLASS LONG TITLE/DESCRIPTION

KAM-179A I CC Repair and Maintenance
Instructions for KG-14, Vol I

5. TSEC/HL-I 1 U Tape Reader Attachment
for KL-47

ENG'00337 I U Repair Kit for HL-l

CE 094050 6 U Card ~eader Repair Kit

CSP l750A I U Radio Call Sign Cipher
Device - MK2

KLI-12 1 U AuthEmtication Grille with
Table Holder

•

•
38
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I • DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEYING MATERIAL

1. While some limited amounts and types of keying
material were destroyed prior to the PUEBLO being captured,
the crew's inability to identify specifically the items
which were destroyed necessitates the presumption that all
of the cryptographic keying material may have been captured.
FoLlowing is a summary of the types of cryptographic systems
lost and the estimated monthly cumulative volumes of traffic
(in terms of messages) encrypted in each type of system.

a. The KW-37 Operational Intelligence Broadcast
(GOP!) superseded keying material for both November and
December 1967 was aboard the PUEBLO on 23 January 1968.
This broadcast is authorized to pass traffic classified
TOP SECRET, COMINT CATEGORY III. Approximately 13,000 to
14,000 messages were passed in both November and December
1967. The transmitter for this broadcast is located at
NAVCOMSTA Philippines. The cryptographic equipment was
keyed with the Card Reader Insert Board (CRIB) during the
period in question.

b. The November 1967 keying material for eight
KW-37 fleet broadcasts was aboard the PUEBLO on 23 January
1968. These broadcasts originate from NAVCOMSTA Cam Ranh
Bay, NAVCOMSTA San Francisco, NAVCOMSTA Philippines (PRTT),
NAVCOMSTA Honolulu, USS ANNAPOLIS (afloat), NAVCOMSTA
Philippines (PALD), NAVCOMSTA Japan, and NAVCOMSTA N6rt~-

west Cape. Each of these broadcasts is authorized to transmit
classified traffic up to and inclUding SECRET. The traffic
consists of U. S. Naval operational, logistical, and adminis
trative messages destined for ships within the broadcast
areas. During the month of November 1967 there was an
estimated cumulative total of 65,000 messages transmitted
in these broadcasts.

c. The November 1967 keying material for eight
KG-14 broadcasts was aboard the PUEBLO on 23 January 1968.
These broadcasts originate from NAVCOMSTA Philippines (PUSN),
NAVCOMSTA Philippines (PASW), NAVCOMSTA Philippines (PSPC),
NAVCOMSTA San Francisco. (FUSN), NAVCOMSTA Japan (YASW),

39 H.A..NI>LB VIA COMIN'£ CHANNELS ONLY
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NAVCOMSTA Japan (YSPC) , NAVCOMSTA Japan (YUSN) , and
NAVCOMSTA San Francisco (FASW). Each of these broadcasts
is authorized to transmit classified traffic up to and
including SECRET. The traffic consists of U. S. Naval
operational, logistical, and administrative messages
destined for ships within the broadcast areas. There was
an estimated cumulative total of 21,000 messages trans
mitted in these broadcasts during November 1967.

d •. The November 1967 keying material for three
KW-7 systems was aboard the PUEBLO on 23 January 1968.
Each of the three key lists was SECRET and there were 600
copies per edition produced for each of them. While there
are no statistics available with respect to the monthly
message volume, Navy reports that the volume is "high" in
each of them. There were two KW-7 systems for which both
November and December key lists were aboard. One was a
SECRET world-wide emergency and back-up system for which
the Navy states the message volume is "low". The other
was a TOP SECRET COMINT key list (50 copy distribution) for
which the message volume is "high".

e. There were twelve November 1967 ADONIS (KL-47)
key lists aboard the PUEBLO on 23 January 1968. Four of
these are TOP SECRET and five are SECRET. Four of the
twelve are held jointly by Army, Navy, and Air Force, with
one of the$e four also held by CIA and NSA. There was a
cumulative total of 3,344 messages reported as being en
crypted in these twelve key lists during November 1967.
The December editi~n of three of the twelve key lists was
aboard the PUEBLO on the day of capture (one Joint and two
Intra-Navy). There was a cumulative total of 780 messages
reported as being transmitted in the three key lists during
December 1967.

f. Superseded material for eleven miscellaneous
tactical systems was aboard on 23 January 1968; however,
because of the short term intelligence value of the related
communications, the resultant damage is regarded as negligible.

40
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2. In summary, the November 1967 traffic encrypted
in nine KW-37 systems, eight KG-14 systems, five KW-7
systems, and twelve KL-47 systems was subjected to compro
mise. The December 1967 traffic in one KW-37 system, two
KW-7 systems, and three KL-47 systems was subjected to
compromise. For those systems where message volume is
available (KW-37 , KG-14, and KL-47) it is estimated that
a total of 117,000 messages was subjected to compromise in
November and December 1967. For the KW-7 systems, where
estimated traffic volume is not available, the message
volume was "high".

3. The January 1968 keying material which was aboard
the PUEBLO included three KL-47 (ADONIS) key lists, two
KW-7 (ORESTES) key lists, one KW-37 OPINTEL (GOPI) broad
cast key card, one TRITON authenticator, two operations
codes, two KL-47 rotor sets, one KW-37 Card Reader Insert
Board (CRIB), and two miscellaneous systems (KL-47 PALLAS
Key Square and PENELOPE Call Sign System). All holders of
the KL-47, KW-7, and KW-37 material were directed on
24 January 1968 to discontinue use of the systems which
were aboard the PUEBLO. Holders of codes, the TRITON
authenticator, and the miscellaneous systems were directed
to minimize usage.

a. The OPINTEL (GOPI) broadcast traffic for the
period 5 through 23 January 1968 was captured by the North
Koreans, thus there is little significance attached to the
loss of the keying material for this period. The GOPI
traffic for the period 1 through 4 January 1968 and
24 January 1968 was subjected to compromise by virtue of
loss of January keying material.

b. There was virtually no traffic passed to the
PUEBLO through cryptosystems other than GOPI during j~nuary

1968; thus, captured traffic in these systems is not a
factor with respect to this damage assessment. All U. S.
traffic encrypted in the three KL-47 key lists and the two
KW-7 key lists during the period 1 through 24 January 1968
was subjected to compromise by virtue of the probable
capture of the keying material.

41
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c. The volume of traffic passed through the
tactical codes and the TRITON authenticator for January 1968
cannot be determined, since this is non-record communica
tions. However, the nature of the traffic is such that its
compromise would present only minimal threat to the national
security. Additionally, concentrated exploitation of these
systems within the Viet Nam combat areas would become
immediately obvious since the results of such exploitation
could be identified to the enemy's foreknowledge of u. s.
combat missions. No such indications were noted for the
period in question.

4. with the exception of the codes, TRITON authenti
cator, and the miscellaneous systems, all future keying
material was replaced with material not aboard the PUEBLO.
Thus, there was no possibility of exploitation of U. S.
traffic by virtue of the capture of this material. The
editions of the codes and the authentication systems
scheduled to be effective in March 1968 were replaced; for
February material, the instruction to minimize usage applied
and no indications of exploitation were noted. In summary,
there was no direct damage to the national security as a
result of the capture of the future keying material aboard
the USS PUEBLO.

42
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J. INVENTORY OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEYING MATERIAL

1. Superseded Material

AVERAGE COPIES OF
KEY COPIES NUMBER OF ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KW-37 JASON TRANSMITTER ABOARD SUBSCRIBERS TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBtJrED

KAY S 2014 (E) NAVCOMMSTA CAM RANH BAY 2 26 5,660 MOOS NAVY - 1700
AV-288 Daily

KAY S 2016 (AB) NAVCOMMSTA SAN FRANCISCO 2 57 11,050 MOOS NAVY - 1300
AV-358 Daily

,r:..
lIJ KAY S 2017 (AA) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 54 16,300 MOOS NAVY - 1300

AV-544 Daily

KAY S 2018 (AA) NAVCOMMSTA HONOLULU 2 38 6,730 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-225 Daily

KAY S 2023 (M) USS ANNAPOLIS (Afloat) 2 16 . 2,320 MSGS NAVY - 1700
AV-290 Daily

KAY S 2025 (J) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 70 16,120 MSGS NAVY - 1700
AV-340 Daily

KAY S 2029 (F) NAVCOMMSTA JAPAN 2 10 6,450 MOOS NAVY - 1700
AV-215 Daily

KAY S 2073 (B) NAVCOMMSTA NORTHWEST CAPE 2 NAVY - 1300

KAY T 2000 (W) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 14 13,000 to NAVY - 150
KAY T 2000 (X) 14,000 for

Each Month

• • •
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AVERAGE COPIES OF
KEY COPIES NUMBER OF ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KG-14 CREON TRANSMITTER ABOARD SUBSCRIBERS TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAYS 3054 ( z) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 69 6,000 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-200 Daily

KAY S 3056 ( Y) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 33 430 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-14 Daily

KAY S 3059 (z) NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES 2 2 2,550 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-85 Daily

KAYS 3079 (S) NAVCOMMSTA SAN FRANCISCO 2 34 3,000 MSGS NAVY - 750
,/lo. AV-IOO Daily
~

KAYS 3090 ( F) NAVCOMMSTA JAPAN 2 1 1,050 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-150 Daily

KAY S 3091 ( F) NAVCOMMSTA JAPAN 2 1 1,450 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-120 Daily

KAY S 3092 ( F) NAVCa.1MSTA JAPAN 2 10 6,450 MOOS NAVY - 1300
AV-215 Daily

KAY S 3115 (S) NAVCa.1MSTA SAN FRANCISCO 2 26 144 MSGS NAVY - 1300
AV-5 Daily
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COPIES OF
KEY COPIES ABOA.RD EST]MATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KL-47 ADONIS LONG TITLE EACH EDI TI ON TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAK-588 (JF) JOINT WORLD-WIDE 1 281 MSGS NAVY - 1800
AF 400
ARMY - 365

KAK-646 (JL) NAVY WORLD-WIDE (OEO) 1 87 MSGS NAVY - 1800

KAK-930 (JL) NAVY WORLD-WIDE 1 153 MSGS NAVY - 1800

KAK-932 (JJ) NAVY PACI FIC AREA 1 1,822 MSGS NAVY - 800

KAK-935 (JL) NAVY WORLD-WIDE (LIMITED 1 140 MSGS NAVY - 1800

,j:>. ACCESS)
01

KAK-936 (JJ) NAVY PACIFIC (HAZARDOUS DUTY) 1 420 MSGS NAVY - 800
(JK) (JL)

KAK-1403 (HI) NAVY WORLD-WIDE ADONIS 1 50 :MSGS NAVY - 225

KAK-1409 (HI) NAVY OOMINT-NAVSEOGRU 1 1 MSG NAVY - 100
PACIFIC

KAK-1639 (HI) JOINT WORLD-WIDE ADONIS 1 296 MSGS ::-.lAVY - 125
(HJ){HK) ARMY - 105

AF 85
CIA 1
NSA 1

, ,
KAK-1is3 JOINT PACI'FIC COOTINGENCY:(JD) "1 " 1,iMSG ,NAVY - 1QOO

OPS ADONIS ARMY - 75
AF 50

. ,__ _~_.""_.._--:.-=....:.=.: ~.~=-- :..r.....---..--l- -..L __.=_.._,=~-:-:-~~ _.. .__ ' ".;. I
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COPIES OF

KEY COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL
KL-47 ADONIS LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAK-1817 (HD) JOINT WORLD-WIDE (MAAG) 1 47 MSGS NAVY - 1800
ADONIS ARMY - 50

AF 35

KAK-2590 (FI) NAVY OFFICERS EYES ONLY 1 43 MSGS NAVY - 105
(FJ)( FK) WORLD-WIDE

NOTE: Estimated traffic volume derived from review
of November 1967 Encrypted Traffic Reports.

-- .j



COPIES OF
KEY COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KW-7 ORESTES LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAK-2645 (AL) NAVY-TASK FORCE-TASK 1 HIGH NAVY - 600
GROUP-SHIP/SHIP (COAST
GUARD)

KAK-2647 (AG) NAVY PACIFIC TASK FORCE- 1 HIGH NAVY - 600
TASK GROUP (COAST GUARD)

KAK-2667 (AI) NAVY-PACIFIC SHIP/SHORE- 1 HIGH NAVY - 589
CINCPAC AB COMMAND POST AF 11

0/).
~ KAK-2669 (AZ) NAVY-WORLD-WIDE SHIP/SHORE 1 LOW NAVY - 1800

(BA) (BB) EMERGENCY BACK-UP

KAK-2684 (AQ) NAVY-PACIFIC SPECIAL (COMINT) 1 HIGH NAVY - 50
(AR) (AS)

" I . I •

,,.
=~..;..",.~_---:-..:... .....;..._~_.:-..:.... . ....:..:....... ~ _ :.:[,.~;''''':-:'''.....L-_,.__ .1..._ •.•.~.__:-~~__ .• ~..~ .• . ~. .••••__-!-...__.., '.. . .
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COPIES OF

MISCELLANEOUS COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL
SYSTEMS LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAA-29 (EC) TRITON-WORLD-WIDE-JOINT 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 8000
ARMY - 971
AF- 20,000
CIA 14
U.K. - 150
CAN 650

KAA-33 (DD) NAVY TRITON WORLD-WIDE 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 8000
GENERAL PURPOSE ARMY - 2

U.K. - 52
CAN 225

,j:l..
(Xl

KAA-38 (CE) CINCPAC TRITON 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 5220
ARMY - 190
AF - 6500
AUST - 541
U.K. - 140
CAN 70

KAA-60 (AT) PACOM JOINT TRITON 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 6400
(AU) (AV) ARMY - 150

AF - 2900

KAL-ll (GP) PALLAS SYSTEM INDICATOR 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 300
(~ ) (GR ) (GS ) ENCRYPTION - JOINT ARMY - 1037

AI" 750
CIA 10
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COPIES OF
MISCELLANEOUS COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

SYSTEMS LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAL-15 (CS) PENELOPE CALL SIGN 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 4000
(CT) (CU) ENCRYPTION - JOINT ARMY - 95

AF 20

KAC-132 (QY) US NAVY OPERATIONS CODE 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 3600
through (SB) (PACIFIC AREA) ARMY - 40

AF 100
AUST - 240

,j:lo. U.K. - 140
\0

CAN 90

KAC-138 (BK) C,INCPAC NUMERAL CODE 1 UNKNOWN NAVY 5600
(BL)(BM) ARMY - 62

AF 30
AUST - 440
U.K. 180
CAN 75

AMSP-158 (CT) NATO RECOGNITION AND 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 5000
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM ARMY - 120

AF 120
U.K. - 7
CAN 400
SACLANT - 4

I ". ~ I i

-. , !,
; '. I :

_ ::..---=_._'-'--'=..._=._~=__;;;..;.;;;;..._....:__=__.-=-=-='~=.. ='.~-=~..=.-=.·:::._=-=_.:.::__::;.;;__;..;;L.:.::__::;.;;.....;.:::__=__=.~=--=-_=_.-.._--~.:....--.:....-_- .-...:...-~-_-.__=_.-_-.-_-_-_.-.__.._--_--._- 0. .. _-__----<.:....'-_:.__--__-_0.-"_---_.__0._- .-_._-_..._~_.~_.. ..... -.~===-====--
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MISCELLANEOUS
SYSTEMS

AMSP-298 (CF)

AMSP-617 (cQ)
111
o

COPIES OF
COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

NATO PENELOPE CALL SIGN 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 3000
ENCRYPTION SYSTEM ARMY - 49

AF 20
U.K. - 4686
CAN 25
FRANCE - 1
SACLANT - 3

NATO PALLAS SYSTEM INDICATOR 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 7600
ENCRYPTION ARMY - 100

AF 165
CAN 245
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2. Reserve On Board Material

KEY
KW-37 JASON TRANSMITTER

COPIES
ABOARD

AVERAGE
NUMBER OF ESTIMATED MONTHLY

SUBSCRIBERS TRAFFIC VOLUME

COPIES OF
KEY MATERIAL
DISTRIBillED

KAY-T-2000 (Z)
(AA)

lJ1.....

,- ,

NAVCOMMSTA PHILIPPINES

-, I

2 14 14,000 MSGS NAVY - 150

I '
- ~ .. __ -.. --.-++..j.I.';"_~·.:+._ .-f--- .. \.l'; ~·_··~4:--+----_:-"-···· _. __ .... .....L~ ·1· ...- ~.-.__._.~-J.-:;.._- _.._._ ..__ .__..--:

I
'-;,_.---- :.----+ -·-l-· -_.
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COPIES OF
KEY COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KL-47 ADONIS LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAK-936 (KA) NAVY PACIFIC (HAZARDOUS 1 420 MSGS NAVY - 800
(KB) (KC) DUTY)

KAK-1639 (HL) JOINT WORLD-WIDE ADONIS 1 296 MSGS NAVY - 125
ARMY - 105
AF 85
CIA 1
NSA 1

KAK-2590 (FL) NAVY OFFICERS EYES ONLY 1 43 MSGS NAVY - 105
\JI WORLD-WIDEt\)

______________________________________________________i __
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COPIES OF
KEY COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

KW-7 ORESTES LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAK-2669 (BC) NAVY-WORLD-WIDE SHIP/SHORE 1 LOW NAVY - 1800
(BD) (BE) EMERGENCY BACK-UP

KAK-2684 (AT) NAVY-PACIFIC SPECIAL (COMINT) 1 HIGH NAVY - 50

VI
VJ

,j I ; i ':. ;!. I;.,' .1 i· t·

• ..'I _0 __'_' _
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COPIES OF
MISCELLANEOUS COPIES ABOARD ESTIMATED MONTHLY KEY MATERIAL

SYSTEMS LONG TITLE EACH EDITION TRAFFIC VOLUME DISTRIBUTED

KAA-60 (AW) PACOM JOINT TRITON 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 6400
(AX) (AY) ARMY - 150

AF - 2900

KAL-ll (GT) PALLAS SYSTEM INDICATOR 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 300
(GU) (GV) ENCRYPTION - JOINT ARMY - 1037

AF 750
CIA 10

VI KAL-15 (CV) PENELOPE CALL SIGN 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 4000~

::Il
(CW) (CX) ENCRYPTION - JOINT ARMY - 95

:> AF 20
Z
t:l

KAC-132 (SC) US NAVY OPERATIONS CODE 1 UNKNOWN NAVY - 3600
through (TF) (PACIFIC AREA) ARMY - 40

AF 100
AUST - 240
U.K. - 140
CAN 90

KAC-138 (BN) CINCPAC NUMERAL CODE 2 UNKNOWN NAVY - 5600
(BO) (BP) ARMY - 62

AF 30
AUST - 440
U.K. - 180
CAN 75
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K. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

A series of Joint and Allied publications (JANAPs
and ACPs) and several tightly controlled supporting
cryptographic publications, including the NSA publication
KAG-IC (Cryptographic Operations), CSPM-I and CSPM-3
(Communications Security Publication Memoranda), and
RPS-32 (Operational Allowances for CRYPTO-Publications),
were captured by the North Koreans. These publications
contain detailed information on the basic communications
and communications security procedures followed by the
U. S., specifics of cryptographic net structure of the
U. S. Navy and, to a lesser extent, the structure of
other u. S. entities.

a. The value of these publications to USSR
COMSEC would be negligible]

b. The detailed data on the status and dispos-i tion
of several thousand individual editions of U. S. and allied
keying materials would be of significant value to USSR $IGINT
and thus of serious potential damage to U. S. COMSEC.:Soviet
Russia's Signal Intelligence and its collateral activi t:ies
are judged to have long since reconstructed or otherwise
recovered generalized information about U. S. communications
and COMSEC activities and procedures. Much of the informat .on
can be derived through observation of the externals of U. S.

land allied transmissions (Traffic Analysis) I t
however, such an effort could not build up the COMSEC order
of battle for the U. S. Navy with such complete accuracy
and currency as is revealed in CSPM-3 and RPS-32. Thus,
acquisition of these documents alone could save much work
and permit intercept and analysis resources to be diverted

55
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to more profitable targets. Since the documents identify
by specific short title the general purpose, applications,
actual holders, and effective periods, they would be
particularly useful in assuring proper intercept coverage
if any of the keys were covertly obtained by them. Simi
larly, this same detailed information provides the keying
material targetting information needed to mount a penetra
tion on the cryptographic material distribution system.

c. The general publications will be of both
immediate and long-range value to the North Koreans in their
COMSEC effort. While the JANAPs and ACPs are relatively
insensitive, and most of them have received very broad
distribution throughout the allied world, the North Koreans
will find them useful in their COMSEC effort. Also of
value to them would be the publication entitled Cryptographic
Operations (KAG-l) which contains the basic doctrine,
policies, and procedures employed by the U. S. to organize
and administer its COMSEC activities. Through this document
and CSPM-l (which implements KAG-l and discusses its appli
cability to specific systems used by the U. S. Navy), the
North Koreans have a procedural means at their disposal to
organize and upgrade their COMSEC operations at little cost.

56 I:l.'\~LE VIA eOMIN'f CtlPrNNELS ONLy
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L. INVENTORY OF GENERAL PUBLICATIONS •
,-,
I

CSPM 3H 1

SHORT TITLE

KAG-1C

KAG-18 01F

KAG-27A

AFSAG-1248

CSPM IE

CSPM IF

COPIES

1

1

2

1

1

1

CLASS

SC

SC

U

C

S

S

SC

LONG TITLE/DESCRIPTION

Cryptographic Operations
Joint

Joint Indicator List

Condition Messages for Setting
Up Crypto-equipments

Fundamentals of Transmission
Security - Joint

Communications Security
Publications Memorandum

Communications Security
Publications Memorandum

Communications Security
Publications Memorandum
for Status and Disposition

•

t
J

;,
I
I-
I

I
i

i,_-

CSP~ 3J 1

CSPM 3J RPMC 01 1

CSPM 3J RPMC 02 1

CSPM 3J RPMC 03 1

CSPM 3J RPMC 04 1

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

57

Communications Security
Publications Memorandum
for Status and Disposition

Registered Publicatiofi~

Memorandum Correction

Registered Publications
Memorandum Correction

Registered Pub1ication~

Memorandum Correction--

Registered Publications
Memorandum Correction
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•
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SHORT TITLE

RPS 4G

RPS lOB

RPS 31E

RPS 32D

RPS 36E

ATP lA VOL I

ATP lA CH 5

ATP lA RPS I

COPIES

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CLASS

C

C

C

S

C

S

C

C

LONG TITLE/DESCRIPTION

Registered Publications
Manual

Custodians Record of RPS
Distributed Publications

Operational Allowances of
RPS Distributed Non Crypto
graphic Publications

Operational Allowances and
Usage of RPS Distributed
Cryptographic Publications

Registered Publications
Memorandum

Allied Naval Maneuvering
Instructions

Changes to Basic Pub.

Changes to Basic Pub.

• 58 RANDLE vIA CUMIN'! CHANNELS ONL f
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SUPPLEMENT I TO SECTION V

CTYPTOGRAPHIC DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

USS PUEBLO, AGER-2

23 January - 23 December 1968
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SUPPLEMENT I

SIMULATED DESTRUCTION OF SELECTED
CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENTS AND COMPONENTS

During the Special Intelligence debriefings of the
PUEBLO crewmen at San Diego during December 1968 and
January 1969, the extent of destruction of some of the
cryptographic equipments and components was not clearly
established. In order to more clearly establish the
effectiveness of the destruction of these items, a simu
lated destruction effort was conducted on a representative
sample at NSA during February 1969. An attempt was made
to duplicate as closely as possible the methods described
by the crewmen who were actually performing destruction on
23 January 1968. The following describes the si~u1ated

destruction activity conducted at NSA:

a. TSEC/KL-47

A KL-47 was smashed with a sledgehammer and
a fire axe. The number and placement of the blows was
based on the descriptions of the actual destruction con
tained in the Special Intelligence debrief transcripts.
The results of the simulated destruction revealed that the
KLB-47 stepping unit, keyboard, and tape printing unit were
probably destroyed beyond repair. However, they were not
destroyed to the extent which would prevent the North Koreans
from determining the functions of the units. Neither the
base unit nor the parts contained therein were damaged.
Three rotors identical to those aboard the PUEBLO were
smashed using a small ballpeen hammer. The results reveal
that the rotors were probably effectively destroyed by the
crewmen.

b. Printed Wiring Boards

Three printed wiring boards (one each from a
KW-7, KWR-37, and a KG-14) were smashed using the methods
described by the crewmen. A chipping hammer and a sledge
hammer were used in the simulated destruction and revealed
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that the modules and other electronic components on the
boards were easily separated from the basic printed wiring
board. However, the simulated effort also demonstrated
that it was extremely difficult to break up the basic
printed wiring boards, thus the point-to-point wiring ~hich

reveals the cryptographic logic was probably not destroyed.

c. KAW-ID CRIBs

Three KAW-ID CRIBs were smashed using a small
ballpeen hammer as described by the crewmen. After several
blows with the hammer the laminated printed wiring portions
of the CRIBs began to separate from the metal backing plate.
The laminated boards were then peeled aw~y fro~ the metal
backing plate and broken into small pieces. Following the
simulated destruction, the pieces of the CRIBs were re-~

covered and the three CRIBs were reconstructed_in approxi
mately 30 minutes. It is concluded, therefore, that the
KAW-ID CRIBs were not totally or adequately destroyed by
the PUEBLO crewmen.

2
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KL-47 BEFORE SIMULATED DESTRUCTION
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THREE KWR-37 CRIBS BEFORE AND
AFTER SIMULATED DESTRUCTION
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KL-47 AFTER SIMULATED DESTRUCTION
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CRIBS PIECED TOGETHER AFTER
THEIR SIMULATED DESTRUCTION
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KW-7 BOARD

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT ELEl\IEN'I~S

BEFORE SIMULATED DESTHUCTION

KWR-37 BOARD

KG--14 BOARD

'I
\
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KG-14 BOARDS

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT ELEMENTS
AFTER SIMULATED DESTRUCTION

KW-7 BOARDS KWR-37 BOARDS

Ir
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KL-47 ROTORS-THREE BEFORE AND
THREE AFTER SIMULATED DESTRUCTION
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TOTAL CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT ELEMENTS AND
SECONDARY VARIABLES BEFORE EMERGENCY DESTRUCTION

KL-47
ROTORS

KW-37
CRIBS

•I I
".J •

KL-47
ROTOR PERMUTING

MAZE

KW-7
BOARDS

KG-14
BOARDS

1
I
L.
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SUPPLEMENT II TO SECTION V

CRYPTOGRAPHIC DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

USS PUEBLO, AGER-2

23 January - 23 December 1968
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~ SUPPLEMENT II

UNAUTHORIZED AND EXCESS CRYPTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

1. On 4 January 1968, COMNAVFORJAPAN directed
USS PUEBLO to off-load all cryptomaterial aboard with
the exception of specified items as a r~sult of a
sensitive mission upon which she was to embark. The
text of the message is quoted as followS:

"Temporary Removal of RPS Material (U)

A. RPS4G ART 3l0A

•

•

1. Due to sensitive nature of Ops in relatively
shallow waters during upcoming ICHTHYIC ONE, you are
hereby directed to temporarily remove all RPS material
in excess of the below authorized holding prior to depar
ture from Yokosuka.

A. One KLB-47 and assoc. equip. Two KWK-47 , Two
KAR-460A, Two KAR-463A, One KAK-936, One KAK-1639, One
KAK-2590.

B. TWo KW-7 with assoc. equip. and MODS. One
KAK-2669, One KAK-2684.

C. Three KWR-37, with assoc. equip. and MODS, and
GOPI Key cards.

D. Four KG-14 and assoc. equip.

E. one each of the following: AFSAG-12l8,
SATP lA VOL II, CSP l75lA, CSPM 1, CSPM 3, KAA-60, KAC-132,
KAC-138, KAG-l, (KAG) 18-1, KAG-27 , KAL-ll, KAL-15, KAM-3,
KAM-78 , KAM-79 , KAM-143 , KAM-144, KAM-145, KAO-27 , KAO-34 ,
KAO-83 , KAP-EB, KLI-12, RPS-4, RPS-lO, RPS-3l, RPS-32,
RPS-36.

2. Retain only effective edition and two months ROB
of regularly superseded cryptomaterial •

11
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3. Turn in all excess material to CNFJ custodian
for temporary stowage."

2. Subsequent to the capture of the PUEBLO a message
was received from COMNAVFORJAPAN stating that the following
materials were off-loaded at Sasebo prior to the PUEBLO
proceeding to its assigned mission:

a. One each of the following NATO Publications

AMSP-152A
AMSP-155AA
AMSP-157BN, BO
AMSP-158BP, BR, BS, CU, CV
AMSP-159BN, BO
AMSP-269A
AMSP-295B
AMSP-525F
AMSP-617CR, CS, CT, CU, CV

b. Combined (canada/UK!Aust./U.S.) Key List _

CCK -8F, G, H, J, K

c. One each of the following Navy COMSEC Devices

CSP-8l9T
CSP-l750A

d. One each of the following Authentication Systems

KAA-TC 63A
KAA-29ED, EE, EF, EG, EH
KAA-33DE, DF, DG, DH, DI
KAA-38CF, CG, CH, CI, CJ
KAA-63A, B, C, D

12 HANDLE ViA eOMIN'f eKAN'N'ELS ONLY
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• e. Operations Code

KAC-22ADS, ADT, ADU, ADV, ADW, ADX, ADY,
ADZ, AEA, AEB, AEC, AED, AEE, AEF, AEG,
AEH, AEI, AEJ, AEK, AEL

f. One each of the following General Publications

KAG-l-01A
KAG-5BH, B1
RPS-33F

g. One each of the following KL-47 ADONIS Key Lists

KAK-588JG, JH, JI, JJ, JK
KAK-646JM, IN, KA, KB, KC
KAK-930JM, IN, KA, KB, KC
KAK-932JK, JL, KA, KB, KC
KAK-935JM, IN, KA, KB, KC
KAK-1403HJ, HK, HL, JA, JB
KAK-1409HJ
KAK-1753JE, JF, JG, JH, JI• KAK-18l7HE, HF, HG, HH, HI

h. One each of the following KW-7 ORESTES Key Lists

KAK-2645AM, AN, AO, AP, AQ
KAK-2647AH, AI, AJ, AK, AL
KAK-2667AJ, AK, AL, AM, AN
KAK-3200G, H, J, K, L

i. One each of the following Rquipment Maintenance
Manuals

KAM-87B
KAM-87B AMEND 2
KAM-180A
KAM-18lA

j. One each of the following Equipment operating
Instructions

•
KAO-34-lA
KAO-89C
KAO-109A

13 ilA~lsl!: J"qlt QOMU1T QHANUSLS O~lLY
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k. KL-47 Base/Rotor Stepping unit

KLB-47

•
j.. ====
!'

l~-
-j-
r-
i.
;~.-

1. BUSHIPS Publication
j'

!
;

SHIPS 400 .~==

m. Two each of the following KL-47 ADONIS Rotors

KAR-498A
KAR-499A
KAR-507A
KAR-522A

1--

~,--

n. Two each of the following KW-37 Key Cards

..
".

1 __
-j

t
""--1'--

•
,I

•,--'-'---

--- -1

j.
I'
;

J
j'-
j

t
1-,
i

1!
!_-
i

I-
I

f

-j
i
I•

KAY-S-20l4F, G, H, J, K, L
KAY-S-20l6AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH
KAY-S-20l7AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG
KAY-S-20l8AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG
KAY-S-2023N, P, Q, R, S, T
K~Y-S-2025K, L, M, N, P, Q
KAY-S-2029G, H, J, K, L, M
KAY-S-2044AA, AB, AC, AD, Z
KAY-S-207lB, C, D, E, F, G, H
KAY-S-2071H (There were two extras aboard)
KAY-S-2073C, D, E, F

KAY-S-3054AA, AB, AC, AD, AE, AF
KAY-S-3056AA, AB, AC, AD, AE, Z
KAY-S-3059AA, AB, AC, AD, AE, AF
KAY-S-3079T, U, V, W, X, Y
KAY-S-3080A, B, C, D
KAY-S-3087A, B, C, D
KAY-S-3088A, B, C, D
KAY-S-3089A, B, C, D

, KAY-S-3090G, H, J, K, L, M
KAY-S-3091G, H, J, K, L, M

o. Two each of the following KG-14 Key Cards

,,--
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• KAY-S-3092G, H, J, K, L, M
KAY-S-3ll5T, U, V, w, x, Y
KAY-S-3ll6B, C, D, E, F
KAY-S-3ll7A, B, C, D
KAY-S-3ll8A, B, C, D

p. Two each of the following KL-47 Rotor Permuting
Maze

KLK-47

q. Two each of the following,KW-37 Maintenance
Test Cards

KTY-FT-S
KTY-FT-6
KTY-FT-9

•
r. Two each of the following KG-14 Maintenance

Test cards

KTY-HT-13
KTY-HT-14
KTY~HT-15

KTY-HT-16

•

3. A review of the material off-loaded against the
COMNAVFORJAPAN message and the PUEBLO cryptographic material
inventory, coupled with interviews with the RPS custodian
during the Special Intelligence debriefs, reveals that the
following unauthorized superseded material was aboard the
PUEBLO on 23 January 1968:

a. Tactical Systems

AMSP-158 (CT) - NATO Recognition and Identification
System

AMSP-298(CF) - NATO PENELOPE Call Sign Encryption
System

AMSP-6l7(CQ) - NATO System Indicator Encryption
System

15 HANDLE VIA CuMIN'!' CHMN'ELS ONL"i
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KAA-29 (EC) - Joint TRITON Authentication System

KAA-33 (DD) - Navy TRITON Authentication System

KAA-38(CE) CINCPAC TRITON Authentication
System

KAA-60(AT)(AU) - PACOM TRITON Authentication
System

KAC-132 (QY through RR) - Navy Operations Code,
Pacific

KAC-138 (BK) (BL) - CINCPAC Numeral Code

b. KL-47 ADONIS Key Lists

.-

KAK-588 (JF) - Joint World-Wide General Purpose

KAK-646 (JL) - Navy World-Wide, Officers Eyes
Only (OEO)

KAK-930(JL)

KAK-932 (JJ)

Navy World-Wide General Purpose

Navy Pacific Area General Purpose

KAK-935 (JL) - Navy World-Wide, Limited Access

KAK-936(JJ)(JK) - Navy Pacific, Hazardous Duty

KAK-1403(HI) - Navy World-Wide, COMINT

KAK-1409(HI) - Navy COMINT, NAVSECGRUPAC

KAK-1639(HI)(HJ) - Joint World-Wide, COMINT

KAK-l753(JD) - Joint Pacific, Contingency
Operations

KAK-1817(HD) - Joint World-Wide (MAAG)

KAK-2590(FI)(FJ) - Navy World-Wide (OEO) COMINT

16 HANI>l.E VIA COMINT' CHANNELS ONL¥ •
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•
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c. KW-7 ORESTES Key Lists

KAK-2645 (AL) - Navy Task-Force/Task Group/Ship-Ship

KAK-2647(AG) - Navy Pacific Task-Force/Task Group

KAK-2667(AI) - Navy Pacific Ship-Shore/CINCPAC
AB Command Post

KAK-2669(AZ)(BA) - Navy World-Wide Ship-Shore/
Emergency Back-up

KAK-2684(AQ) (AR) - Navy Pacific, COMINT

d. KW-37 Broadcast Key Cards

KAY-T-2000(W)(X) - Operations Intelligence (GOP!)

KAY-S-20l4(E} - Viet Nam Local Area

KAY-S-20l6(AB) - Frisco Area Allied

KAY-S-20l7(AA) - PHIL Radio Teletype

KAY-S-20l8(AA) - HONO Area Allied

KAY-S-2023(M) - USS ANNAPOLIS Local Area (Afloat)

KAY-S-2025(J} - PHIL Area Allied

KAY-S-2029{F} - Japan Area Allied

KAY-S-2073{B) - Australia Area Allied

e. KG-14 Broadcast Key Cards

KAY-S-3054(Z) - U. S. Navy only, PHIL

KAY-S-3056(Y} - Anti-Submarine Warfare, PHIL

KAY-S-3059(Z) - special purpose, PHIL

KAY-S-3079(S) - Frisco Area, U. S. Navy

l7 a ~)iJ'];)L~ Int.. GOMHiq:' OIIANNELS ONLY
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Miscellaneous Systems

KAY-S-3092 (F) - U. S. Navy Only, Japan

I-

I
I

I
1=
I
1
i

I

i
I

•
special Purpose, Japan

KAY-S-3ll5(S) - Anti-Submarine Warfare, Frisco

KAY-S-3090(F) - Anti-Submarine Warfare, Japan

KAY-S-309l(F}

f.

KAL-ll(GP(GQ}(GR) - System Indicator Encryption

KAL-15(CS)(CT) - Call Sign Encryption
I-
I

g. Equipment Manuals - ~,
;

KAO-34(B) - KW-37 operating Instruction (S~perseded)

I
I

KAM-179 (A) - KG-l4 Maintenance Manual Vol I

4. In addition to holding unauthorized superseded
material, the following discrepancies are noted with respect
to material aboard on 23 January 1968: •

!

i
i
1

a. Although the ship was directed to hold January,
February, and March only, the USS PUEBLO retained April's
material for the following systems:

1-
I-
I

,
,--

(1 ) KAA-60

(2) KAC-132

(3 ) KAC-138

(4) KAK-93.6

(5) KAK-2669

(6) KAL-ll

(7) KAL-l5

b. only the January and February editions of the
following systems were retained:

(I) KAK-1639
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• (2) KAK-2590

(3) KAK-2684

5. While the USS PUEBLO was specifically directed
to retain four KG-14s, three KWR-37s, and associated
equipment, it should be noted that there was no opera
tional requirement for the KG-14s and only two KWR-37s
were needed. In fact, the USS PUEBLO was directed to
off-load the maintenance manual and the associated
keying material for the KG-14; thus, the ship lacked
the capability of receiving any of the'KG-14 broadcasts.

•

•

6. The unauthorized material identified above was
the cryptographic keying material which had been effective
in November 1967 plus the December 1967 material for 11 of
the systems. The NSA and Navy policy with respect to the
disposition of superseded keying material requires that
such material be destroyed by the 15th of the month
immediately following its effective period; thus, the
November and December material should have been destroyed
by 15 December 1967 and 15 January 1968, respectively.
The relevant policy with respect to routine destruction of
superseded keying material is outlined in NSA publication
KAG-I, Navy publications CSPM-l and RPS-4, and in the self
contained instructions of the material itself, all of which
were available to the RPS custodian •

19 HAffflLE VIA COMIN'f' CHANNELS ONLY
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I

TOTAL CRYPTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTS BEFORE DESTRUCTION
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UNAUTHORIZED CRYPTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTS ON BOARD
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KEYING MATERIALS AND SECONDARY VARIABLES
BEFORE EMERGENCY DESTRUCTION
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28 February 1969

SUPPLEMENT III TO SECTION V

CRYPTOGRAPHIC DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

USS PUEBLO, AGER-2

23 January - 23 December 1968
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SUPPLEMENT I I I

CRYPTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL DESTRUCTION DIRECTIVES

1. There were various documents and instructions
aboard the USS PUEBLO which provide adequate guidance
for the stowage, handling, safeguarding and destruction
of classified material, including KAG-l, RPS-4G, and
OPNAVINST 5510.1C, Navy Security Manual for Classified
Information. KAG-l outlines the duties of a crypto
custodian, including guidance for the storage, handling
and routine destruction of cryptomaterial. It provides
explicit guidance for action to be taken to protect
classified cryptographic information under emergency
conditions and prescribes the preparation of an Emergency
plan which includes the means, procedures, and priorities
of emergency destruction.

2. RPS-4G is the principal Navy publication which
prescribes the actions to be taken during normal and
emergency conditions by all Navy holders of cryptomaterial •
RPS-4G also defines hazardous duty and provides guidance
for units of the Fleet ordered to hazardous duty in enemy
waters with respect to the material to be retained on
board which is essential to the performance of the mission.
RPS-4 provides guidance for the cryptocustodian's use in
the preparation and implementation of an emergency destruc
tion plan, including the priority for cryptographic material
destruction and personnel assignments to emergency destruc
tion duties.

3. OPNAVINST 55IO.1C, the Navy Security Manual for
Classified Information, directs that RPS-distributed
material and cryptographic material be destroyed in accor
dance with RPS-4, RPS-36, and KAG-I.

4. In addition to the above instructions, instructions
for the destruction of superseded keying material are
provided with each key list.

23
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•5. The above documents consistently state that
cryptographic keying material will be destroyed by the
15th of the month following its effective period; how
ever, the Navy's practice of authorizing material for
destruction on the 15th appears to prohibit its destruc
tion prior to-that date. Also, most of the above .
documents are permissive in that they state that super-_
seded material shall be destroyed by the 15th "or as soon
as possible thereafter."

24
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SUPPLEMENT IV TO SECTION V

CRYPTCXiRAPHIC DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

USS PUEBLO, AGER-2

23 January - 23 December 1968
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• SUPPLEMENT IV

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH-RISK AREAS

1. In January 1968 the document which prescribed
the security requirements for high-risk areas was NSA
publication KAG-IC supplement, KAG-l-IA (since replaced
by KAG-lD). This document, which was off-loaded at
Sasebo by the PUEBLO by direction of COMNAVFORJAPAN,
specifies the following equipment for use in high-risk
areas:

a. HW-IO/l9

b. HW-28

c. KL-7A

d. KL-7

• e. KL-47

f. MEC-l

g. KW-7

h. KW-26

i. KY-8

j. KY-3

2. KAG-l-lA ~tated that requests to use equipment
other than the above should be forwarded to the Director,
National Security Agency for approval. No such requests
were received for the KWR-37 and the KG-14, both of which
were aboard the USS PUEBLO when captured.

3. It should be noted that Navy publication RPS-32
identifies the KW-37 and KG-l4 with associated key cards
as authorized for hazardous duty missions "if deemed
necessaryG"
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SUPPLEMENT V

NORTH KOREAN KNOWLEDGE
OF

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT NOT ABOARD THE PUEBLO

1. During the North Korean interrogations of the
USS PUEBLO crewmen numerous cryptographic equipments
were discussed which were not aboard the USS PUEBLO.
A review of the general COMSEC publications presumed to
have been captured reveals references to most of the
equipment in question.

Equipment General Publication Reference

CSP-2900 RPS-4, CSPM-3

CSP-3000 CSPM-l, CSPM-3, RPS-32

KW-26 KAG-l, RPS-32

• KY-l KAG-l, RPS-32

KY-8 KAG-l, CSPM-l, RPS-32

131 B2 (ANFGQ-l) KAG-l

KL-7 CSPM-l, CSPM-3, RPS-32

•

2. In addition to the above equipments, the North
Koreans also questioned the crewmen about the KW-2 and
SSM-33, neither of which are referred to in the captured
documents. There are references to the mythological
system "GORGON" in KAG-l. However, the SI debrief
transcripts reveal no indication that the meaning of the
term was pursued with crewmen, thus divulging the equip
ment (KW-2) identification. It is presumed that the KW-2
identification was possibly acquired by the North Koreans
through the review of the Service records of one c~ypto

graphic equipment operator who had formerly served in the
Army. The identification of the SSM-33 was provided by a
cryptographic equipment operator who had prior Air Force
service.
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~ SUPPLEMENT VI

MESSAGE TRAFFIC TRANSMITTED TO USS PUEBLO

The following cryptographic related ALCOMs, which
were transmitted to the USS PUEBLO, were reviewed to
determine possible compromise of cryptographic informa
tion in the event the messages were still aboard on
23 January 1968 and were captured by the North Koreans.
While the messages contain classified COMSEC information,
it is concluded that all of it was compromised, and in
greater detail, through the capture of general instruc
tional COMSEC publications.
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• FROM TO DTG SUBJECT-
CNO ALCOM #27 2421352 APR 67 COMBINED CAN/UK/US

ADONIS SYSTEMS

CNO ALCOM #25 1721412 APR 67 CORRECTION TO CSPM 3G

CNO ALCOM #81 2721062 OCT 67 CORRECTION Tp CSPM 3H
: I

CNO ALCOM #84 0623202 NOV 67 CORRECTION TO CSPM 3

CNO ALCOM #85 0822502 NOV 67 CORRECTION TO CSPM 3

CNO ALCOM #90 0622342 DEC 67 COMPROMISE, CORRECTION
TO CSPM 3

•
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CRYPTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTS IN MAINTENANCE AREA
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